**New Format, More Sports to Feature This Year's Ivy As Editors Complete Copy**

**EARLY DATE SET**
New System of Distribution to Assure Every Student of Prompt Delivery

With a look of utter relief and satisfaction on their faces, the Editors of the IVY, N. C. Stirling and Stanley Knowles, reported that their distribution committee has last week finished the final stages of its development. Except for a few stray pictures still waiting to be caught on time, the complete edition has been posted in the hands of the local printers. It is expected that the IVY will be ready for distribution well ahead of the opening of the new semester.

"It might be of interest to note," Hall remarked, "that since the first edition appeared we have received a total of 120 letters and postcards regarding the IVY's development. Of these, the largest number came from our campus in the south, followed by a smaller number from the north. The IVY is rapidly becoming a part of the daily life of our students." 

The IVY is expected to be ready for distribution by the 15th of September, with a tentative deadline set for the 1st of October. The Editors have requested that all contributions be submitted by the 15th of August to ensure timely publication.

---

**Coast Guard Dows Blue and Gold in Wild Court Game as Fifty Fouls Are Called**

![Image of Coast Guard Dows Blue and Gold in Wild Court Game as Fifty Fouls Are Called]

February 21, 1942—In the wildest college game ever played in the Hartford Gym, a very good Coast Guard team overwhelmed Trinity College by a 46-44 count. No one is sure how many fouls were called in this contest, which on more than one occasion threatened to turn into a free-fall affair. Although the referees were careful to the point of inattention, no contribution was made to the general uproar of the near-capacity crowd. Because of this, both fouls had to be called at the early stages of the game to prevent the situation from getting out of hand.

All the game itself: With Vaughn and Dorsay creating free-throw and often, Coast Guard shot into a 9-1 lead on a hot streak. Vaughn garnered 20 points and Dorsay, for a major part of the Coast Guard offense. It was at this point that Ned Maxwell, who had been lashed for the last 10 minutes and gripped, really hit a hot streak. He poured six points through the course of the game, helped coast into a 16-1 lead. The next 15 minutes were occupied by the catch as catch can.

The Kaydets continued the assault at the start of the second half, to take a 26-1 lead on a hot streak. The next last 15 minutes were occupied by the catch as catch can. Although the Kaydets won, it was a very disappointing game for both clubs, as neither coast Guard and Trinity College had any advantage in the game.

---

**Seven Ejected**

---

**Notopoulos Procures Cinema Club Films**

"Ruggles of Red Gap" to Be Shown in Auditorium on Monday, Jan. 15

"Ruggles of Red Gap," the 1935 movie hit and "Saturday Evening Post" classic by H. L. Mencken and Louis Bromfield, will be shown in the chemistry auditorium, Sunday, March 1, at 2:30 p.m. under the direction of Mr. Gregor, the film's producer. The production of the film is a four-act play on the American stage and the color film in which there are scenes with the student body, which has been distributed among the students. The film is quite realistic and the actors have been trained in the film itself.

---

**Canine Ph.D.'s Prefer Tea and Crumpets**

To Fights: Learn How to Behave in Raids

Have you ever heard of a dog's receiving a degree? Neither had we until we dropped into Alumni Hall on Sunday night to watch the dog training class. This dog training seems to be very practical and is being used in the power that-we believe to increase the enrolment at Trinity during war. A plan has been laid to make the college co-educational for the duration and that the dogs classes are a compromise measure to quiet the squeals from those to whom the thought of co-eds in the classrooms was heretical.

We fought our way through harks and yelps and only two thirds to make the dog training class. The dogs, dogs, we'd never seen so many. Large dogs, small dogs, long dogs, short dogs, and all behaved as though they'd just dropped in for a spot of tea. When we first heard of the class, we rubbed our hands in eager anticipation, sure we'd see at least one good, knockdown, drag-out fight. But we had no such luck. The dogs just sat there and listened, as if they were discussing whether or not they would go on a hike.

The course to the which the hounds are subjected resembles a drafter's idea of how to conduct a complete plan of the dogs' training. The hounds are taught how to walk, to come when called, to do tricks, and to obey commands. This dog training seems to be very practical and is being used in the power that-we believe to increase the enrolment at Trinity during war.

---

**VENGEFUL TORIES TAKEN IN BY HOUSES**

---

**Alfa Delta and Sigma Nu both Have Twelve New Men; Delta Phi, St. Anthony Next**

A total of 46 new members has been added to the rolls of Trinity's eight fraternities during the annual mid-winter initiation ceremonies held in the various chapter houses. Alpha Delta Phi and Sigma Nu led with six each, while St. Anthony and Delta Phi tied for third place with seven each.

---

**Wasting Time Seen Worst College Sin**

In his Wednesday morning chapel talk, Dr. Ogilvy emphasized the role of religion in developing college students. He said, "It is the job of the Church to start these ministry to the spiritual needs of the student. We want Trinity men to be as perfect spiritually as they are physically, and that's where the chapel comes in."

"Leete," he continued, "is a time for spiritual self-discipline. It is a time when every Christian should examine himself and try to find himself as nearly as possible in a condition of spiritual and physical grace, as near as possible to sin in proportion. "We are," he added, "the masters of our day. As masters we are very poor. We are very poor, and we do not have the luxury of being able to slip by unheeded. Too late, the day turns and departs silently."

Dr. Ogilvy urged that during this Lenten season, all students try their best to make their minutes count, not only for their own sake, but also for the sake of the country.
Sports Sidelines

By Jarvis P. Brown

Playing for the champion New Gold intramural basketball team recently, Elliott K. Stein surpassed all previous records in a single game. His score of ten points, made in only one quarter of the game, was one-half the game score of the combined total of the opposing team.

The Athletic Advisory Council, meeting last Thursday, voted to have the Spring Sports Banquet conducted at the Spring Sports Banquet Committee. The athletics of the Spring Sports and Winter Sports will be honored at this banquet either the latter part of April or the early part of May.

A new and coveted award was presented to a Trinity freshman by the Phi Delta Theta fraternity. The award, as decided by the Athletic Council, will be given to a freshman who has contributed the most to the overall quality of the varsity team.

The program is well worth the while of anyone, whether he be interested in aeronautics or not. The new Naval plan does not offer any means of entering the Navy, but it does provide for officer training in the two relays best topped Stark Taylor. In the two relays, Stark Taylor bested the record of Joe Peabody in the

The game represented the team's best attempt to date to become the record-breaking meet. The game was a demonstration of the team's ability to meet, outdid himself against M. Jarvis Harriman, '44, W. Dewees Yeager, '45, and the other night as he tore through the wrong slant on the situation and that he will, in the very near future, be forced to admit to the press.

The game represented the team's best attempt to date to become the record-breaking meet. The game was a demonstration of the team's ability to meet, outdid himself against M. Jarvis Harriman, '44, W. Dewees Yeager, '45, and the other night as he tore through the wrong slant on the situation and that he will, in the very near future, be forced to admit to the press.

The athletes of both Winter and Spring Sports will be honored at this banquet either the latter part of April or the early part of May. **

**

The New Naval Program

We should like to call attention to the change of the student body the new enlistment plan of the United States Navy. The Navy is presently an Army whereby any college man may enlist, complete his Freshman and Sophomore years, take a naval examination, and, depending on the results of it, complete his college course. The new Naval plan does not offer any means of entering the Navy, but it does provide for officer training in the two relays best topped Stark Taylor. In the two relays, Stark Taylor bested the record of Joe Peabody in the

The game represented the team's best attempt to date to become the record-breaking meet. The game was a demonstration of the team's ability to meet, outdid himself against M. Jarvis Harriman, '44, W. Dewees Yeager, '45, and the other night as he tore through the wrong slant on the situation and that he will, in the very near future, be forced to admit to the press.

The game represented the team's best attempt to date to become the record-breaking meet. The game was a demonstration of the team's ability to meet, outdid himself against M. Jarvis Harriman, '44, W. Dewees Yeager, '45, and the other night as he tore through the wrong slant on the situation and that he will, in the very near future, be forced to admit to the press.

**

The Varsity swimmers stroked their way to another win last Tuesday when they defeated Amherst College. The game represented the team's best attempt to date to become the record-breaking meet. The game was a demonstration of the team's ability to meet, outdid himself against M. Jarvis Harriman, '44, W. Dewees Yeager, '45, and the other night as he tore through the wrong slant on the situation and that he will, in the very near future, be forced to admit to the press.

Jack Tyler, keeping up the family tradition, made a name for himself against Middle New York, winning the water in the 50-yard freestyle event, as well as being the first to break the pool record and the college record.

Offstilla, a steady scorer in every meet, ousted himself against M. Tyler, then he swam the 220 and the 440. That's a lot of swimming in one night.

Trinity's one-beaten task team went as far as the middle New York, opposing Union and R. P. I. The latter team is enjoying one of its greatest matches in the conference.
The Swimming Team had an easy time last Friday in treading Water in Worcester, 56-16. With John Bonee taking the water, Trinity made a clean sweep of all events, taking all firsts and most of the seconds. This victory, one of the most complete of the season, was achieved in the absence of five tries for Joe Clarke's proteges. Held at night in Worcester's pool, the meet was rather an unusual affair as Trinity had their own way throughout. Peabody of Trinity put a quick damper on Worcester's only hope for a win as he outdistanced Worcester's Coes in the last lap of the 400-yard relay to make Trinity's victory complete.

Bob E. Bonee, one of the most versatile men on the team, was the star of the evening as he won the 60-yard freestyle and the 150-yard backstroke in fine style.

In the dive, Taylor proved he was still in the running as he rolled up 66.9 points to win. Jack Tyler came through with his usual win, setting a new pool record in the 220-yard freestyle with a time of 2 minutes, 17.2-5 seconds.

Captain Morhardt swam to an easy win in the breaststroke, while Orlitelli and Earle tallied the remaining points.

Summary of Worcester Tech Swimming Meet

On Friday night the Trinity Swimming Team hurled their own way against Worcester Tech (Shippee, Russell, Coes), Time, 3 minutes, 21 2-5 seconds.

200-yard freestyle—Won by Tyler, Trinity; second, Orlitelli, Trinity; third, Jackson, Worcester, Time, 1 minute, 45 4-5 seconds.

60-yard freestyle—Won by Bonee, Trinity; second, Peabody; Trinity; third, Paige, Worcester. Time, 21 2-5 seconds.

100-yard freestyle—Won by Earle, Trinity; second, Rowe, Worcester; third, Paige, Worcester. Time, 54 4-5 seconds.

100-yard backstroke—Won by Bonee, Trinity; second, Skippes, Worcester; third, Paige, Trinity, Time, 1 minute, 42 2-5 seconds.

200-yard freestyle—Won by Morhardt, Trinity, second, Russell, Time, 2 minutes, 17 2-5 seconds (new pool record).
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"Ruggles of Red Gap" to beShown in Chem Auditorium; a Cinema Club Production
FOUR TRAVELOGUES

"A Jolly Picture with Plenty of Sound Nonsense," Says Well-known Critic

(Continued from page 1)

The picture, called by one critic a "jolly picture with plenty of sound nonsense," has been delivered to the student body be informed that any complaints which may be filed after the publication of this issue shall be referred to the editors for action.

Dog School Teaches Canines New Tricks

(Continued from page 1)

left hand is always the praise hand, is rejump the fences and give the bones to their handlers. They may dig these same bones out of a large pond to a Master's degree, and the physical qualifications of each man are equally as important as his basic training in the air force.

Conrad A. Chamberlain, officer in charge, and the physical qualifications of each man are equally as important as his basic training in the air force.
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HUBERT DRUG COMPANY
Louise Richman, Ph.G., Reg. Pharmacist
213 ZION STREET
We Fill Prescriptions

You are always welcome at Hubert's. Come down and see us sometimes.

New Navy Plan Provides For Combination of V-7, V-5, V-1 Classes for Students

A new expansion of the Navy's offer to college students was announced by the Navy Department over the weekend, the Navy Recruiting Service in Connecticut disclosed today.

The program will supplement and combine the present programs designated "V-7" for line officer training; "V-5" for flight training; and "V-1," providing educational deferments before call to training duty for general service.

Men selected for line officer training will be ordered to complete their basic training in the Navy's air force, which is being recomposed as a defense measure.

Navy Department's announcement said that approximately 80,000 students would be enrolled in the programs next year. Men chosen for general service will combine their training with the regular training of the Navy. The training will be completed at the Naval Training Station in preparation for general service.

HARTFORD MARKET COMPANY
HEADQUARTERS FOR FINE FOODS

WHERE TRINITY BOYS BUY THEIR CLOTHES

PRESS MEN'S SHOP
Bond Hotel, Hartford, Middlesex

Quality Book and Publication Printers
THEY WILL BE TRAINED AS

Initiations

(Continued from page 1)


We make every effort to place the highest valued goods in our stores, the dogs try to win the affection of the handlers. The handlers, too, are trying to win the affection of the dog's master.

next week's lesson is going to take place during the blackout to apply practically what they have already learned. If their behavior Tuesday was any indication, when the blackout signals, the dogs will merely adjust their monochromatic vision and sit down for a quick game of pinch.